Mahara ePortfolio
Creating a basic page
Add a new page
Using the

menu, click Create and then Pages and collections

Click Add and choose Page
Give the page a name.
Optionally add a page description.
Optionally add tags, mainly useful if you have a very large
number of pages.
Click Save
Note that pages can be joined together to make a collection
to submit. See our separate leaflet.

Adding blocks to pages
All content on pages exists within blocks which
are listed on the left.
To add a block either drag onto the page and
drop in a yellow box in one of the columns
or click on the block in the menu and choose the
column and position to add it to.

After the block is added, the its contents can be edited
All boxes have a title and content

Moving, editing and deleting content
Content boxes can be dragged to new locations by their title bar.
To edit use the cog and to delete use the bin.
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Adding text boxes
If you want to add a whole document e.g. an essay to Mahara, see below for a discussion of the
different methods available in Different ways to add text
To add simple text box use the Text
option. Add a block title and then
add text.
Extra controls are
available on the styling
menu. Click Save when
you have finished.

Adding image boxes
Add an image block and change the block title.
Images need to be uploaded. Click on the word
Image to reveal the file system.

If the image is a new one tick the box to
confirm that you can use the image and click
choose files. Select the file and open.
Leave Automatic resizing ticked as your
Mahara account does not have a lot of
storage space.

If your image has previously been uploaded,
find it in the filing system below and click the
tick on the right hand side on the same line.
The selected filename will be shown on the image bar at the top. Click
save to add to the page
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Adding a PDF block
If you want to add a whole document e.g. an essay to Mahara, see
below for a discussion of the different methods available in Different
ways to add text
For a PDF block, open the Media sub menu and add a PDF block.
Change the block title and upload
or select a PDF file in a
similar manner to images as
described above.
PDF files show on the page in their own viewer.

Adding files to download block
For a Files block, open the Media sub
menu and add a Files to download
block.
Change the block title and upload or
select any files in a similar manner to
images as described above.
All file types are accepted. Files
display as a list on the page.

Adding a notes block
A notes block is similar to a text block but can
also have attached files. The notes block is
added from the General menu.

Attachments can be added via the
Attachments control.

Attachments appear on the
page as a drop-down menu
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Changing the layout
The default layout is three columns but this can be
changed for each page. Click on the cogs.

In the page settings,
open the layout section
Click on the layout you want. The layout is
separate to the content so all the blocks will be in
the new layout but may need moving.
The two and three row layouts allow for different
numbers of columns within a page but each can
hold as many blocks as desired

Displaying the page
To view the page as a tutor or assessor will see it, click on display
page. This removes the menus, cogs and bins.
To go back to editing
click on the pencil.

Editing an existing page
When you return to Mahara and want to continue editing an existing page
click on the menu, click Create and then
Pages and collections.
Then click on the name of the page you want to
edit.

Different ways to add text
When adding text such as an essay to Mahara there are three ways to choose from.
PDF gives an exact representation of the original document e.g. Word and displays well on the page
looking identical to the original file. It is often the best choice.
Text boxes can be used to paste text in. Some formatting may be lost and it is hard to get a specific
layout including diagrams and images. Text boxes are best for shorter pieces or in situations where the
layout isn’t key.
File boxes allow any type of file including Word files to be added but the reader has to go through
many steps to read the file. To look at the file, the name is clicked on, followed by a page with a
download button, followed by opening the file from the foot of the browser into Word. Layout and fonts
may not be identical to the original computer. File boxes may be the best choice for groups of files that
are included in a Mahara ePortfolio for the record rather than being a key document for an assessor to
read e.g. minutes of meetings during a placement.
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